UK MANUFACTURED
VEHICLE PROTECTION

OUR GUARANTEE
We have bought you the most advanced and environmentally
friendly product avilable in the UK market place. Zirconite is
backed by a market leading guarantee. In the event that
there is a loss of lustre to your exterior paintwork we will
arrange the re-application of the sealant
Alternatively, if your vehicle's interior fabric upholstery or
carpets have been accidentally stained, then we will pay for
professional cleaning specialists to clean the stained area to
the best of their endeavours

EXCLUSIONS
Interior protection will cover the vehicle cab only and not
payload area. Stains caused by paints, bodily fluids or
industrial chemicals will not be covered

FIND OUT MORE AT
www.zirconite.co.uk

Buying a vehicle is a major purchase and
obviously you will want to ensure
that your new vehicle stays looking as
good as possible, for as long as possible.
Unfortunately, we can't control our vehicle's
exposure to the environment. Spills can stain
seats and bodywork can lose its lustre

The complete protection system
designed and manufactured in the UK to exacting
standards and exceptional quality control
Paintwork Protection is a valuable addition to your
vehicle due to modern paints being water-based
which do not stand up to the wear and tear of
modern life.
If you want your car to be easier to clean,
maintain its appearance and get the best residual
value, get Zirconite Protection

TREATED FABRIC

UNTREATED FABRIC

SEAT FABRIC
FOAM CORE
SEAT COMPOUND

PROTECT AGAINST
SPILLAGES
Spills and stains are an all too easy occurance in a
modern car.
The problem is that cleaning them properly, can
prove difficult and therefore expensive.
The solution is to have Zirconite applied which
provides an invisible barrier on the interior fabric
and carpets of your vehicle and this increases
resistance to absorption of liquid spills.

